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Evolution Strategies:An Alternative Evolutionary AlgorithmThomas B�ackInformatik Centrum DortmundJoseph-von-Fraunhofer-Str. 20D-44227 DortmundAbstract. In this paper, evolution strategies (ESs) | a class of evolu-tionary algorithms using normally distributed mutations, recombination,deterministic selection of the � > 1 best o�spring individuals, and theprinciple of self-adaptation for the collective on-line learning of strategyparameters | are described by demonstrating their di�erences to ge-netic algorithms. By comparison of the algorithms, it is argued that theapplication of canonical genetic algorithms for continuous parameter op-timization problems implies some di�culties caused by the encoding ofcontinuous object variables by binary strings and the constant mutationrate used in genetic algorithms. Because they utilize a problem-adequaterepresentation and a suitable self-adaptive step size control guaranteeinglinear convergence for strictly convex problems, evolution strategies areargued to be more adequate for continuous problems.The main advantage of evolution strategies, the self-adaptation of strate-gy parameters, is explained in detail, and further components such asrecombination and selection are described on a rather general level.Concerning theory, recent results regarding convergence velocity andglobal convergence of evolution strategies are briey summarized, es-pecially including the results for (�,�)-ESs with recombination. It turnsout that the theoretical ground of ESs provides many more results abouttheir behavior as optimization algorithms than available for genetic al-gorithms, and that ESs have all properties required for global optimiza-tion methods. The paper concludes by emphasizing the necessity for anappropriate step size control and the recommendation to avoid encod-ing mappings by using a problem-adequate representation of solutionswithin evolutionary algorithms.1 Optimization and Genetic AlgorithmsIn contrast to the title and the overall intention of this article to provide an over-view of evolution strategies (ESs) [35, 36, 40, 44] (and, to make the reader curiousof reading more about them), I take the freedom to start with a brief look at theglobal optimization problem and those evolutionary algorithms which are widelyused to approximately solve this problem: Genetic algorithms (GAs) [21, 25].Although these two di�erent, independently developed branches of evolutionarycomputation are known since more than thirty years, genetic algorithms havegained much more interest during the past ten years than evolution strategies



did. Evolutionary programming (EP) [18, 20], the third main stream evolutionaryalgorithm, has strong similarities to evolution strategies and could be discussedhere as well | but this is more adequately done by David B. Fogel, whose con-tribution in this volume is a must for every reader interested in evolutionarycomputation.In the following, I will assume some basic familiarity with the principles oforganic evolution, namely, a population of individuals which are subject to pro-cesses ofmutation, recombination, and selection. On a higher level of abstraction,the notion of di�erent species and the interactions between species are also incor-porated into the algorithms. Furthermore, I also take the freedom to assume thatgenetic algorithms in their canonical form | using a binary representation ofindividuals as �xed length strings over the alphabet f0; 1g, a mutation operatorthat occasionally inverts single bits with a small probability pm, a crossover op-erator that exchanges substrings between individuals with crossover probabilitypc, and a proportional selection operator that selects individuals probabilisticallyon the basis of their relative �tness fi=P�j=1 fj | are known to the reader. Ifthis is not the case, the following should be su�ciently general to provide at leastan impression of the major principles and di�erences between the algorithms, orthe reader might wish to consult a more technical overview article such as [10]or the in-depth introductions to evolutionary computation [4, 18].Though it is often claimed that genetic algorithms are developed for solvingadaptation rather than optimization problems (see e.g. [26, 27]), the distinction(if any) between both terms is neither obvious nor formally de�ned. Biologically,adaptation denotes a general advantage in e�ciency of an individual over othermembers of the population, and the process of attaining this state (see [31],pp. 134{135). This implies an interpretation of adaptation as optimization in achanging environment | a problem which is handled well by GAs, ESs, and EPas well. In fact, most practical applications of GAs exploit their optimizationcapabilities (see the bibliography of Alander [1] for a collection of numerous ap-plications of evolutionary algorithms, especially GAs). It is even more surprisingto see that many practical applications of GAs do not aim at solving strictlypseudoboolean optimization problemsf : M � f0; 1g` ! IR ; (1)(which arise for a variety of combinatorial problems such as knapsacks [30],scheduling [29], graph problems [7, 28], and others), but rather at solving prob-lems of the form f :M � IRn ! IR ; (2)which are naturally de�ned over a continuous, real-valued search space. To applyGAs in their canonical form, a suitable encoding of real-valued vectors x 2IRn as binary strings y 2 f0; 1g` is required, and typically this is achieved bysubdividing y into n segments of equal length, decoding each segment to yieldthe corresponding integer value (either using the standard binary code or a Graycode), and mapping the integer value linearly to an interval [ui; vi] � IR of realvalues. Figure 1 illustrates this decoding process for string segments of length



nine bits (allowing for the representation of the integers f0; 1; : : : ; 511g), whichare mapped to the interval [�50; 50].
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i-1Fig. 1.: Decoding process used in canonical genetic algorithms for continuous searchspaces. � i denotes the linear mapping of an integer value k 2 f0; : : : ; 2` � 1g to theinterval [ui; vi].Notice that this representation requires the speci�cation of so-called box con-straints [ui; vi] for the search space. Furthermore, it introduces a discretizationof the original search space, and the resolution of the resulting grid of pointsdepends critically on the number of bits used to encode single object variables(I am always critical about applications where less than ten bits are used perobject variable | but sometimes, when the precision of the object variables isa priori known to be limited, as in the case of some high energy physics experi-ments, this might also be an invaluable advantage [23]). The discretization of thesearch space introduced by the binary code implies that the genetic algorithmmight fail to locate an optimal solution exactly just because this solution is notrepresented by any of the binary strings.An other disadvantage (or advantage ?) of the binary code is that by muta-tion of a single bit, depending on its signi�cance in the code, an arbitrarily largemodi�cation of the corresponding integer value might result. No preference ofsmall phenotypic changes over large ones | as common in nature | is realizedin canonical GAs for parameter optimization tasks. Only few properties of thebinary versus Gray code and its impact on the search in combination with themutation and recombination operators are known and provide some hints to-wards an explanation of the fact that canonical GAs are sometimes quite usefuland the Gray code is typically observed to yield better results than the standardbinary code [14, 24]:{ The Gray code and bitwise mutation introduces a probability density func-tion in the decoded object variable space that prefers smaller modi�ciationsover large ones and therefore has some basic similarity to the normal distri-bution in ESs [4, 24].



{ The Gray code does not introduce additional multimodality on the level ofthe decoding function, as the standard code typically does [3].

Fig. 2.: Comparison of the convergence velocity of a (15,100)-ES with n� = 1, a (1,100)-GA with a mutation rate pm = 0:001, and a canonical GA with pm = 0:001, pc = 0:6,two-point crossover, and proportional selection.To look for the pure e�ect of mutation on binary strings in a simple geneticalgorithm, I present some experimental results on an objective function which isso simple that nobody would ever apply an evolutionary algorithm to optimizeit | but it serves extremely well for experimental investigations regarding theconvergence velocity of such algorithms: The sphere model f(x) = Pni=1 x2i .The experiment compares the convergence velocity, measured in terms of thebest objective function value f 0t occurring in the population as a function ofthe generation counter t, for a canonical GA with population size � = 100,a simple (15,100)-ES, and a (1,100)-GA without recombination. The notation(15,100) describes the selection scheme, indicating that 15 parent individualsgenerate 100 o�spring individuals, and the 15 best of the o�spring individualsare deterministically selected as parents of the next generation. The evolutionstrategy works with a self-adaptive control of the mutation step size (see the nextsection for an explanation of this), while the genetic algorithm uses a constant



mutation rate pm = 1=` and a string length ` = 30 � n in order to obtain asearch grid resolution comparable to that of the evolution strategy. A searchspace dimension n = 30 is used in the experiment. The results, averaged over 20runs per experiment, are shown in �gure 2.Notice that the canonical GA tends to stagnate after a number of genera-tions, while the modi�ed GA, using mutation only, clearly shows a linear orderof convergence, i.e., ln f 0t=f 00 / t. In fact, although this linear convergence is notcomparable to the convergence velocity of an evolution strategy, it may serveas a counterargument against the claim that recombination is the most im-portant search operator in genetic algorithms and mutation plays only a minorrole [21, 25] (minimum requirements for evolution are mutation and selection,not recombination !). Using proportional selection rather than (1,100)-selection,however, the canonical genetic algorithm is not able to exploit the innovative,but undirected power of mutation, and its convergence velocity decreases as theoptimum is approached, because a favorable mutation becomes more and moreunlikely and, at the same time, the preservation of favorable genotypes is quiteweak. In fact, in order to approach the optimum further and further, the GA hasto adjust its \step size" of mutation implicitly by concentrating bit inversion onbits of smaller and smaller signi�cance, while the step size adaptation in an ESworks by evolutionary processes of trial and error.The order of convergence is an important measure for any kind of optim-ization method, because a su�ciently large order of convergence assures thatthe algorithm will at least yield a local optimum within a reasonable time |and time is a critical factor for any practical application. While it was recentlyclaimed by Voigt, M�uhlenbein and Cvetkovi�c that linear convergence is the bestone can achieve for evolutionary algorithms [48], B�ack, Rudolph and Schwefelhave shown that evolution strategies and evolutionary programming are in factable to achieve this convergence order [8].In addition to a linear order of convergence, which assures a su�ciently largevelocity, the property of global convergence is the second, at least theoreticallyimportant requirement for any global optimization algorithm: Given unlimitedtime, the algorithm has to �nd a globally optimal solution with probability one,i.e., P( limt!1x0t = x�) = 1 (3)(x0t denotes the best solution occurring at generation t, and x� denotes a globallyoptimal solution, i.e., f(x�) � f(x) 8x 2M ). For elitist evolutionary algorithms,where the best parental solution is guaranteed to survive when no o�spring in-dividual represents an improvement of the currently best parent, global conver-gence with probability one holds under rather general conditions, provided themutation step size is larger than zero (see [37] for GAs, [8] for ESs and EP),but the canonical GA lacks this property [37]. For evolution strategies, Rudolphrecently demonstrated that the non-elitist (1,�)-strategy converges globally withprobability one if the objective function is stricly convex at least in a neighbor-hood around the globally optimal point [38].



For practical applications, however, it is not the global convergence withprobability one that one is most interested in, but rather the capability of thealgorithm to �nd a solution which is better than the solution known so far. Insome sense, it is the practical convergence reliability of an evolutionary algorithmthat we are most interested in.

Fig. 3.: Histogram of the �nal best objective function value obtained from a canonicalGA on the function after Fletcher and Powell.It is almost impossible to assess the general convergence reliability of evolu-tionary algorithms, and any attempt to do so is necessarily restricted to a limitednumber of experiments on a limited number of practical problems or test prob-lems. An interesting test problem which was introduced by Fletcher and Powell[16] as a typical representative of nonlinear parameter estimation problems willserve here as an example that reects my personal experience of the compar-ative convergence reliability of evolution strategies and genetic algorithms |this assessment is based on personal experience, not on any measurable, generalquantity. The Fletcher and Powell function is highly multimodal, and its optimaare randomly distributed according to two random n�n matrices A = (aij) and



B = (bij) (aij; bij 2 [�100; 100]), wherefFP (x) = nXi=1(Ai �Bi)2 (4)Ai = nXj=1(aij sin�j + bij cos�j) (5)Bi = nXj=1(aij sinxj + bij cosxj)and the global optimumequals the vector �, with fFP (�) = 0. Up to 2n extremaare located in the search region jxij � �. For the details of the matrices A andB as well as the vector �, the reader is referred to [4].
Fig. 4.: Histogram of the �nal best objective function value obtained from a (15,100)-ESwith n� = 1 on the function after Fletcher and Powell.Since di�erent runs of an evolutionary algorithm on multimodal functionstypically stagnate in di�erent local optima, some insight into the reliability toobtain good solutions can be gained from performing a large number of inde-pendent runs and looking at the histogram of �nal solution quality, i.e., the



frequency distribution of the best objective function value found after a certainnumber of generations. I performed 100 runs over 2000 generations, each, witha canonical GA and the (15,100)-ES (with n self-adaptive step sizes), and theresulting histograms are shown in �gure 3 for the genetic algorithm, and in �g-ure 4 for the evolution strategy. Notice that most of the runs of the ES yieldan objective function value close to zero, the globally optimal one, and only fewoutliers with �nal objective function values above 104 can be identi�ed. On thecontrary, the canonical GA yields a distribution which is much more spreadedbetween best values of about 2:5 � 104 and worst values of about 1:5 � 105 (noticethat the abscissa axis of �gure 3 covers a range of values ten times as large as in�gure 4).As I indicated before, these results are representative of my personal experi-ence, and there is no evidence that evolution strategies would generally outper-form genetic algorithms on multimodal problems. To be fair, I have to emphasizethat the ES certainly bene�ts from a larger degree of freedom by working with ndi�erent self-adaptive standard deviations per individual in contrast to a singlemutation rate in genetic algorithms, exogenously prede�ned and constant overthe complete evolution process.My conclusions, up to this point, however, are certainly a bit provocative,because they attempt a clear distinction of the preferred application domainsof GAs and ESs: For continuous parameter optimization problems, evolutionstrategies should be preferred over genetic algorithms, because{ the binary search space representation might introduce additional multimod-alities and therefore make the search more di�cult 1,{ the self-adaptation of strategy parameters provides a larger exibility of theevolution strategy, and{ the evolution strategy combines convergence velocity and convergence reliab-ility in a more robust way than genetic algorithms do.Presently, some researchers circumvent the coding problem in genetic al-gorithms by recently developed real-coded \genetic algorithms" (e.g., the real-coded GAs of Davis, which adapt operator probabilities on the basis of the pastusefulness of these operators in previous generations [15]), such that the gapbetween ESs and GAs becomes narrower. Like Michalewicz [32] and Davis [15],I prefer the point of view that the most problem-adequate representation of indi-viduals should be used as a starting point for the development of an evolutionaryheuristic.Besides the representation, step size adaptation over the search process is atopic of major importance. Linear convergence order can be achieved only byan appropriate adjustment of step sizes, and ESs use an elegant way to achievethis: Evolutionary learning, called self-adaptation. This principle, which is notthat simple to understand at �rst glance, is the topic of the next section.1 I did not discuss this statement in su�cient detail here, but refer the reader to [3],where the multimodality problem is analyzed.



2 The Tricky Step: Self-AdaptationIn addition to the object variables xi 2 IR themselves, also the strategic meta-parameters | e.g., variances and covariances of a normal distribution for muta-tion | can be learned by evolutionary processes during the search. This is thesimple, but strikingly powerful idea of Schwefel2 [40], to search the space of solu-tions and strategy parameters in parallel and to enable a suitable adjustmentand diversity of mutation parameters under arbitrary circumstances. The nat-ural model consists in the existence of repair enzymes and mutator genes codedon the DNA, thus providing partial control of the DNA over its own mutationprobability ([22], pp. 269{271).Technically, this so-called self-adaptation principle combines the representa-tion of a solution and its associated strategy parameters within each individual,and the strategy parameters are subject to mutation and recombination justas the object variables. Selection exploits the implicit link between �tness andstrategy parameters, thus favoring useful strategy parameters due to their ad-vantageous impact on object variables. In case of evolution strategies, mutationworks by adding a normally distributed random vector3 z � N(0;C) with ex-pectation 0 and covariance matrix C�1, where variances and covariances arethe strategy parameters. In order to avoid the overly technical details, I will notdiscuss the most general case of correlated mutations, where the full covariancematrix is subject to self-adaptation (see e.g. [10]), but restrict attention to theself-adaptation of n� 2 f1; ng variances �2i . For n� = n, each object variable xiis mutated according to a normally distributed random number zi � N(0; �02i ),i.e., x0i = xi + zi ; (6)and the variance �02i is obtained from mutating �i according to a logarithmicnormal distribution, i.e., �0i = �i � exp(s0) � exp(si) ; (7)where s0 � N(0; 12n) and si � N(0; 12pn ) (s0 is identical for the complete indi-vidual, while si is sampled anew for each component). For n� = 1, the modi�c-ation of � reduces to �0 = � � exp(s0) (8)where s0 � N( 1n). The values � 02 = 12n , �2i = 12pn , and �20 = 1n of the varianceswere proposed by Schwefel (see [40], p. 168) and result from partially theoreticalinvestigations.The choice of a logarithmic normal distribution for the mutation of mutationstep sizes �i is motivated by just empirical but nevertheless \naturally reason-able" arguments:2 And, indepedently, of David B. Fogel, who reinvented the method in EP [17].3 The notation x � N(�; �2) indicates x to be a realization of a random variable Xwhich is normally distributed with expectation � and variance �2.



{ A multiplicative modi�cation preserves positive values.{ The median of a multiplicative modi�cation should equal one to guaran-tee that, on average, a multiplication by a value c occurs with the sameprobability as a multiplication by 1=c.{ Small modi�cations should occur more often than large ones.Extensive experimental investigations by Schwefel [41, 42, 44] clari�ed thatthis mechanism for self-adaptation is extremely robust with respect to the settingof the meta-parameters (or learning rates) � , � 0, and �0, respectively. Presently, avariety of further work clearly demonstrates that the general principle also worksfor the adaptation of other parameters such as crossover exchange probabilities[33], mutation rates in canonical genetic algorithms [2], mutation rates in evol-utionary programming for the evolution of �nite state machines [19], mutationrates for discrete object variables in a hybrid algorithm of ES and GA [9, 39],and momentum adaptation in ESs [34].
Fig. 5.: Progress rates for the (�,100)-ES using optimally, precalculated �i and theself-adaptive strategy.To illustrate some of the insights regarding the self-adaptation of n� = nvariances in ESs, I will briey discuss one of Schwefel's well-designed experi-ments, using the objective function F (x) = Pni=1 i � x2i [43]. For this function,



each variable is di�erently scaled, such that self-adaptation requires to learnthe scaling4 of n di�erent �i. Furthermore, the optimal settings of standarddeviations ��i / 1=pi are known in advance, such that self-adaptation can becompared to an ES using optimally adjusted �i for mutation. The experimentcompares the convergence velocity, measured in terms of a logarithmic scalelnf 0t=f 00, of (�,100)-ESs with self-adaptation and the optimal strategy, varying� within the range f1; : : : ; 30g. The convergence velocity for both strategies isshown in �gure 5 as a function of �.For the strategy using optimal standard deviations �i, the convergence rateis maximal for � = 1, because this setting exploits the perfect knowledge inan optimal sense. The self-adaptive strategy reaches optimal performance fora value of � = 12, and both larger and smaller values of � cause a loss ofconvergence speed. About 12 imperfect parents collectively yield a performanceby means of self-adaptation which almost equals the performance of the perfect(1,100)-strategy and clearly outperforms the collection of 12 perfect individuals.Clearly, self-adaptation is a mechanism that requires the existence of a know-ledge diversity (a diversity of internal models), i.e., a number of parents largerthan one, and bene�ts from a collective intelligence phenomenon. Further experi-ments have shown that the limited life span of individuals (to allow for forgettingmisadapted strategy parameters), the creation of a surplus � > � of o�springindividuals, and the application of recombination also on strategy parametersseem to be important prerequisites for a successful self-adaptation.Of course, more experimental and especially theoretical work needs to bedone in order to understand the self-adaptation process in detail, but the factthat it works in a variety of implementations and for large ranges of para-meter settings for the \learning rates" (determining the speed of self-adaptation)provides clear evidence that the basic principle is extremely useful and widelyapplicable.3 Completing the Evolution StrategyAfter describing the structure of individuals | a vector x 2 IRn of object vari-ables and a vector � of variances (and, for correlated mutations, a vector �of rotation angles representing the covariances; see [4]) | and the principle ofself-adaptation, especially regarding the mechanism of the mutation operator,only few remains to complete a standard (�,�)-ES algorithm.Because the population sizes of parent and o�spring population are di�erent,the reduction from � to � individuals by selection (performed by just determ-4 Similarly, Schwefel utilized the sphere model for investigations regarding the self-adaptation of n� = 1 standard deviation, and the functionF 0(x) = nXi=1  iXj=1 x2j! (9)for correlated mutations [43].



inistically choosing the � best o�spring as new parents) has to be compensatedby a repeated application of either mutation or recombination to create � indi-viduals. In ESs, this is achieved by recombination, which generates one o�springindividual from % (1 � % � �) randomly selected parent individuals per applica-tion. Typically, % = 2 or % = � (so-called global recombination) are chosen. The�-fold application of recombination to the parent population yields � individu-als, each of which is mutated and enters the o�spring population. The objectivefunction values of the o�spring individuals are calculated, selection chooses the� best to survive, and the recombination-mutation-evaluation-selection cycle isrepeated until a termination criterion is ful�lled. The initial population is eithergenerated at random or by means of mutation from a single, prede�ned startingpoint.In contrast to GAs, recombination in ESs is a more exible operator, in-corporating between 2 and � parents for the creation of a single descendant.Recombination types on object variables and strategy parameters are usuallydi�erent, and typical examples are discrete recombination (random exchangesbetween parents) for xi and intermediary recombination (arithmetic averaging)for �i (see e.g. [10] for details).That's all to complete the ES | a lot of details have been added, but they arenot mandatory for a working strategy (the details are described e.g. in [44], in-cluding reasons why they are incroporated into the algorithm). The most recentproposal for a \contemporary ES" incorporates some additional ideas from GAs(such as the recombination probability and multi-point crossover), multirecom-bination with an arbitrary number % of parents, a life span � between the twoextremes one ((�,�)-selection) and in�nity ((�+�)-selection, where the parentsare choosen out of o�spring and old parents), and thus introduces a variety ofnew possibilities for experimental investigations of evolutionary principles andtheir e�ectiveness for the purpose of optimization (see [46] for details regardingthe contemporary ES).4 TheoryTraditional GA-theory, concentrating on the notion of schemata, building blocks,and the schema-theorem giving an upper bound on the expected number ofinstances of a schema at generation t + 1 [21, 25] does not yield any kind ofconstructive result regarding optimization properties such as global convergenceor convergence velocity | and is therefore simply useless for such applications.On the contrary, ES-theory has always focused on these properties, and alreadyRechenberg calculated optimal step size and maximal convergence velocity of a(1+1)-ES for the corridor and sphere model [35].Here, I will neither present theoretical results for the simple (1+1){ES (whichdoes not use a population but just one individual) or any other strategy basedon elitist selection, nor discuss any of the mathematical derivations, but I willjust provide an overview of the results for (�,�)-ESs on the sphere modelf(x) = kx� x�k2 = r2 ; (10)



where r equals the Euclidean distance between a search point x and the optimumx�. For this model, the relative progress at generation t is de�ned byP = rt � rt+1rt ; (11)and for n� = 1 and n� 1, its expectation for a (1,�)-ES is given by the quadraticequation E[P(1;�)] = 2�̂c1;� � �̂22n ; (12)using the normalized, dimensionless variable �̂ = � � n=r. Notice that the equa-tion reects a progress gain �̂c1;�=n as well as a progress loss �̂2=2n, and thesetwo terms have to be kept in balance (either by increasing the gain or by de-creasing the loss) in order to achieve positive convergence velocity. The constantc1;� denotes the expectation of the maximum of � stochastically independentstandardized normally distributed random variables and reects the strong re-lationship between (�,�)-selection and the theory of order statistics (see [5] fordetails).From equation (12), the optimal standard deviation�� = c1;� � rn (13)and the resulting maximal relative progressE[P �1;�] = c21;�2n (14)are easily obtained. The convergence velocity ' (or its normalized counterpart'̂ = '�n=r) is related to the relative progress according to E[P1;�] = '=r = '̂=n,such that, using the asymptotic result c1;� � p2 ln� [8], one �nally obtains'̂�(1;�) � ln� : (15)For the details of this derivation, the reader is referred to [45].In case of the (�,�)-ES without recombination, the progress coe�cients c�;�are generalized to reect the expectation of the average of the � best o�spring,the convergence velocity is given by the equation'̂(�;�) = �̂c�;� � 12 �̂2 ; (16)and one obtains the results �̂� = c�;� (17)and '̂�(�;�) = 12c2�;� ; (18)which asymptotically yields '̂�(�;�) � ln �� (19)



(c�;� � O(pln�=�); see [11] for details). This result reects the dominatingimpact of the selective pressure �=� for the convergence velocity.Taking also global recombination (i.e., with % = � parents involved in the cre-ation of a single o�spring) into account, Beyer and Rechenberg recently derivedthe equation '̂(�;�);%=�I = �̂c�=�;� � 1� �̂22 ; (20)resulting in the optimal step size �̂�I = �c�=�;� (21)and the corresponding convergence velocity'̂�(�;�);%=�I = �2 � c2�=�;� (22)for intermediary recombination on the sphere model [11, 36]. With the asymp-totical result c�=�;� � pln�=� (the relation 0 � c�=�;� � c�;� � c1;� < p2 ln�holds for the various progress coe�cients), a �-fold speedup of intermediaryrecombination as opposed to no recombination is obtained:'̂�(�;�);%=�I � � ln �� : (23)Surprisingly, for discrete recombination Beyer obtained the same result forthe optimal convergence velocity '̂� from the progress equation'̂�(�;�);%=�D = p��̂c�=�;� � 12 �̂2 ; (24)but the optimal step size �̂�D = p�c�=�;� (25)turns out to be a factor of p� smaller.Resulting from his mathematical analysis, Beyer is able to explain the bene-�cial e�ect of recombination by the fact that recombination reduces the progressloss term in the quadratic equation for '̂. In other words, recombination servesas a statistical error correction method, reducing the impact of the harmful partof mutations. This e�ect, called genetic repair by Beyer [13], clari�es that theconjecture of the building block hypothesis that the combination of good partialsolutions explains the advantage of recombination does not hold for ESs. Alsofor discrete recombination, Beyer concludes that it works by implicitly perform-ing a genetic repair, such that (by analogy with uniform crossover in GAs [47]),it is very likely that his results will also fundamentally change the direction offurther theoretical research regarding GAs (see [12] for a summary).



5 So What ?The purpose of this article is not to compare ESs and GAs and to claim thatthe former or the latter are in some sense better or worse | both classes ofevolutionary algorithms have their advantages, and both certainly have theirpreferable domain of application problems. As a rule of thumb, I personallyclaim that ESs should be applied in case of continuous problems whereas GAsserve most useful in case of pseudoboolean problems. Obviously, hybridizationsof both algorithms are promising for the application to mixed-integer problemsinvolving both discrete and continuous object variables (see [9] for an applicationof such a hybrid to optical �lter design problems).Furthermore, GAs and ESs o�er many possibilities for cross-fertilization bytesting certain principles of one algorithm within the context of the other. Themost promising (and, at the same time, most complicated to understand) poten-tial for cross-fertilization can be identi�ed in the technique of self-adaptation ofstrategy parameters, which certainly o�ers a powerful alternative to the commonutilization of a constant mutation rate in GAs | in fact, I have shown that fora simple pseudoboolean objective function, the optimal mutation rate criticallydepends on both search space dimension ` and distance to the optimum [3].Concerning the theoretical understanding of ESs, it is undoubtedly true that,from the very beginning, much theoretical e�ort was invested to derive resultsconcerning global convergence and convergence velocity, such that presently arelatively deep understanding of their working principles is available. Most recentinvestigations regarding recombination demonstrate the validity of its interpret-ation as a genetic repair operator rather than the superposition e�ect of goodpartial solutions as claimed by the building block hypothesis of GAs.GAs are known more widely than ESs, and the number of researchers us-ing GAs for practical applications is much larger than for ESs, which are stillbasically used nowhere except in Germany. Their usefulness, however, has beenclearly demonstrated not only by an extensive comparison with a variety of tra-ditional search methods [44], but also by a large number of practical applicationsin domains such as biology, chemistry, computer aided design, physics, medicine,production planning, etc. [6].AcknowledgementsThe author gratefully acknowledges �nancial support by the project EVOALG,grant 01 IB 403 A from the German BMBF. EVOALG is a joint research pro-ject of the Informatik Centrum Dortmund (ICD), the Humboldt-Universit�at zuBerlin, and Siemens AG Munich.The author would also like to thank Marc Schoenauer for the invitation topresent this talk at Evolution Arti�cielle 1995.
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